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Dear Mr. Creel.
SUBJECT: CALVERT CLIFFS ASSESSMENT PANEL FINAL REPORT AND COMPLETION OF

ACTIVITIES, CALVERT CLIFFS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1 (TAC NO.
M72931) AND UNIT 2 (TAC NO. M72932)

The Calvert Cliffs Assessment Panel (CCAP) was created in April of 1989 to
review Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's (BG&E) Calvert Cliffs Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) and its Implementation Program (PIP-IP). The CCAP has
fulfilled its mission and recommended that the Panel be dissolved. The
recommendation was approved by Mr. Thomas T. Martin, Regional Administrator,
Region I, and Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regul ation . Enclosed are: 1) the CCAP's final Report; 2) the CCAP's Review
Objectives; 3) CCAP Initial Review Results; 4) Public Meeting Comments and
Responses to Comments; and 5) Task Action Plans and Associated Inspection
Reports Listing.

Although the CCAP has been dissolved, the monitoring of BG&E's performance in
the long-term and the effectiveness of the PIP and PIP-IP will continue
through NRC's normal overview and inspection activities.

| This completes our activities related to the subject TAC Numbers.
1
'

Sincerely,
omGNAL SIGNED BYi
Daniel G. Mcdonald, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate I-l
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. The CCAP's Final Report
2. The CCAP's Review Objectives
3. The CCAP's initial Review Results

| 4. Public Meeting Comments and Responses to Comments
1 5. Task Action Plans and Associated Inspection Report Listing
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Mr. G. C. Creel
Vice President - Nuclear Energy
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
MD Rts. 2 & 4
P. O. Box 1535
Lusby, Maryland 20657

Dear Mr. Creel:

SUBJECT: CALVERT CLIFFS ASSESSMENT PANEL FINAL REPORT AND COMPLETION OF
ACTIVITIES, CALVERT CLIFFS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1 (TAC NO.
M72931) AND UNIT 2 (TAC NO. M72932)

The Calvert Cliffs Assessment Panel (CCAP) was created in April of 1989 to
review Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's (BG&E) Calvert Cliffs Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) and its Implementation Program (PIP-IP). The CCAP has
fulfilled its mission and recommended that the Panel be dissolved. The
recommendation was approved by Mr. Thomas T. Martin, Regional Administrator,
Region 1, and Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation. Enclosed are: 1) the CCAP's Final Report; 2) the CCAP's Review
Objectives; 3) CCAP Initial Review Results; 4) Public Meeting Comments and
Responses to Comments; and 5) Task Action Plans and Associated Inspection
Reports Listing.

Although the CCAP has been dissolved, the monitoring of BG&E's performance in
the long-term and the effectiveness of the PIP and PIP-IP will continue
through NRC's normal overview and inspection activities.

This completes our activities related to the subject TAC Numbers.

Sincerely,

. '. . $
Daniel G. Mcdonald, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate 1-1
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. The'CCAP's Final Report
2. The CCAP's Review Objectives
3. The CCAP's Initial Review Results
4. Public Meeting Comments and Responses to Comments
5. Task Action Plans and Associated Inspection Report Listing
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Calsert Cliffs Wessment Panel Final Report

During the December 195S NRC Senior Management Meeting, Calvert Cliffs Units 1&2 were
placed on the mt of plants which needed closer monitonng by the NRC. The declinmg
performance at Cahert Cliffs had been discussed during the two previous senior management
meetmgs. Howeser, in the absence of a comprehensive plan to improse performance, Baltimore
Gas and Eieetnc Company (the licensee) had been unsuccessful in its attempt to correct
weaknesses in the area of engineering support and technical and hardware issues, in March
1989, a Special Team inspection identi0ed additional problems with maintenance, qt.aht)
assurance, work control, adequacy of procedures, adherence to procedures and an emphasis on
production over quality 'nd safety. In response to NRC concerns, the licensee issued on
Apnl 7,19S9, a Perfor.. ance Improsement Plan (PIP) which provided an oserview of the
licensees's assessment of changes needed to improve performance. It also identined the root
causes responsible for the declining performance at Calvert Cliffs and provided long-term
correcthe actions in the form of Task Action Plans (TAPS).

The Calvert Cliffs Assessment Panel was established on April 28, 1989, to facilitate review of
the PIP and coordinate inspection and licensing activities The objective of the Panel was to
determine if the licensee had adequately addressed the root causes of their problems and
subsequently developed effective action plans by which to correct these root causes and thereby
address NRC safety concerns.

| Subsequently, in July 19S9, the licensee issued the Performance Improvement Plan
implementation Program (PIP-IP) to further document the PIP plans, record the progress, and
verify the effectiveness of the corrective actions outlined in the PIP. The original PIP and PIP-
IP were considered by the licensee to be living documents and, as such, were subsequently
revised numerous times.

A set of review objectives was developed and approved by the Panel (Enclosure 1). The Panel
then held several meetings with the licensee to discuss the PIP and the PIP-IP. In May 1990,
an initial review of the PIP and PIP-IP (Enclosure 2) allowed the Panel to conclude that the plan
was sound and comprehensive. Based on the results of their initial review, the Panel selected
a number of TAPS to be reviewed through inspection. The purpose of this audit vas to
determine the overall effectiveness of the PIP-IP in addressing the identified root causes and in

;

bringing about improved performance.

:

i
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Coincident to the Panel's activities in management oversight, inspections were providing the
detailed resiew funct:en. After both umts were shut down in May 1989, extensive inspection
cowrage was supplied by resident, regional and headquarters staff to monitor and verify effons

.

3 the licensee to improve performance, ant to evaluate readiness for return to normal
operation. On Apn! 10,1990, Supplement :. to t annrmatory Action Letter 89-08 was issued
which documemed NRC's approval of restan of Calvert Cliffs Unit 1. With the closecut of
Condrma:ory Acnon Letter (CAL) S9-08, dated Apnl 5,1991, the NRC delineated the basis for
authorizmg the restart of Calven Cliffs Unit 2 and determined that there was adequate assurance
that the licensee was ready to conduct dual unit operation. As part of the closecut of CAL $9-
OS, the licensee was to provide to the NRC staff a status lodate of its long term improvement
actisities. In a meeting held at the Regional office on early 'uly 12, 1991, and attended by a
majority of the Panel members, the licensee reponed to the NRC staff on the status of the PIP
and indicated that the PIP had been incorporated into its Nuclear Program Plan and had become
pan of a normal planning cycle. The licensee added that all remaining assessment and
veri 6 cation of the PIP would therefore be accomplished under the Nuclear Program Plan.

As part of the Panel's mission, a public meeting was held on June 27, 1990, to provide an
opportunity to inform members of the public of the status of Calvert Cliffs as well as to provide
comments to the NRC on the PIP and on the PIP-IP. The Panel has reviewed the public
comments received during the meeting as well as wntten comments and NRC staff responses to
these comments. The Panel concludes that all these comments, oral and wntten, have been
adequately addressed (Enclosure 3).

Inspection and assessment of six of the TAPS selected by the Panel has been completed and the
results have been documented in inspection repons (Enclosure 4), The Panel has reviewed these
inspection reports in relation to the TAPS and concluded that the implementation of the TAPS
will be effective in improving performance in the specific areas related to these TAPS, An
Independent Performance Assessment Team (IPAT) inspection conducted in December 1991,

: concluded that Calvert Cliffs was being operated and main ained in a safe mannet. The team
also concluded that through the implementation of the PIP, Baltimore Gas and Electric had made
substantial progress in correcting past performance problems.

On the basis of their review of recent plant performance and ofimproved Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance (SALP) ratings, the Panel feels confident that the decline in
performanct has been arrested with improsements observed in most functional areas. The Panel
has reached its fundamental objective of assuring that Calvert Cliffs is moving in the right

| direction with acceptable means and methods. Thus, the Panel's mission has been successfully
| . completed. Continued monitoring by the Panel is not necessary. The long-term followup review
l on the effectiveness of the PIP and its associated activities will be conducted by Region I in

accorda,,ee with regional inspection plans and schedules. The Panel, therefore, concludes that
its function is no longer needed.

!
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CONCIESION

The Panel has resiewed the Performance improvement Plan and the Performance Improvement
Plan implementation Plan and feels confident that these documents and their implementation base
put in place prceesses that have resulted in improved performance at Calvert Cliffs. As
Chairman of tne Panel. I recommend that the Panel be dissolved. |
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Calsen Cliffs Assessment' Panel Resiew Oblectises

. in Decemoer lasa, :he Panel developed a set of review objectives. The purpose of the Panel
review was to assure that the PIP and the PIP-IP were complete and detailed enough to proviae
reasonable assurance.~ that the overall performance at Calvert Cliffs would improve. These
review objectises were:

1. The resiew should determine if the process used by BG&E to identify root causes
appears sound.

2. The review should determine it 'he root causes for the performance problems addressed .
in.the PIP hase been logically identified and correspond to the NRC's assessment as to
probable root causes.

,

3. The review should determine if the corrective actions identi6ed for the root causes are.
adequately addressed in the proposed action plans.

1 The review should determine if the corrective actions are sufficiently clear to understand
the scope of the program to be implementea and the schedule for completion.

- 5. As a guideline, the review should not review those items previously examined dunng
earlier completed reviews for restart and STI issues.

6. The review should ensure that there is sufficient continuity between restart and STI issues
and their logical continuance to PIP long-term performance improvement issues.

-

| 7 The review should determine if sufficient managerial oversight, monitoring, and
assessment of progress is indicated in the action plan.'

f-
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CCAP - INITI AL PEVIFW RESM T4

an iritf al revie. of t*e r!P: P was per'ormed in Way of 1990 based on the
:::: guicelires. The results of the review are:

EV:Ea :i .'!:':'. ! !

'Pe ;; re. Sea scovic cetermine if tre process used by BG&E to identify
rcot causes a:: ears sounc.

The actual it'ormation that BG&E used to identify the root causes has not
been' cirectly reviewed. The overall root cause identification process was
cescrited in detail to the CCAP in an August 1989 public meeting at
Calvert Cliffs site. BG&E was questioned in detail about the root cause
determiration ef forts, symptom selection, and confirmation of the adequacy
of tne final eleven root causes resulting in BG&E's performance problems.
Additional % C questioning provided details on the process used to create
actice ;iars necessary to address the identified root causes. It is
evicer.t tnat E3&E nas put forth a large level of effort to identify its
major-problers, cetermine their root causes, state the level of attention
neecec to -imcreve its performance, and document its findings and proposed
actier. ;1ars-in the PIP and P!P!P.

Based cr the in#creaticn provided, the process used by BG&E to identify
root causes appears-sound. No further action is necessary to meet this
Ct j e c t i'. E .

REVIEW OBJECT:VE 2

-The D!D review s*ould determine if the root Causes for the performance
problems adcressed in the PIP have been logically identified and correspond
to the-NRC's assessment as to probable root causes.

The NR: has had indirect input into the licensee's root cause identification
process since BG&E used inspection reports . SALP information and other NRC
documents as input into their effort. While the panel has not performed a'

independent root cause analysis, it appears that the performance problems
at Calvert Cliffs are addressed by one or more of the eleven root causes

-

identified.

The use of NRC assessments as source documents provides confidence that
the root causes correspond with our assessment of BG&E's performance
problems. The adequacy of BG&E's process in relation to its root cause
analysis was discussed in Review Objective 1. Therefore, no further
action-is necessary to meet this objective.

L

|.
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;EV: EW OBJEC':VE 3

te r:0 review should determine if the_ corrective actions identified for
t.me rect causes are acequately aedressed in the proposed action plans.

Detailed action _ plans were not provided-in the FIP and PIPIP submittals
anc teus rave not been reviewed. The action plan creation process used by
SGSE a;; ears sound, and specific managers are assigned for each action-
plan to keeo them on track. However, to ensure confidence in the overall
process, it is recommenced that a sample of the action plans be reviewec.
The samole could include the action plans for the Connunications Plan,
Cuality Control _Imorovements, Independent Safety Evaluation Unit, the
Procedure Upgrade Program and the Configuration Management Unit. The CCAP
should specify the specific action plans to be reviewed, method of review
and schedule for completion of review. Followup action is required to
complete this objective.

:EV!Ea OEJECT VE a

The P!: review should determine if the corrective actions are sufficiently
clear to uncerstand the scope of the program to be implemented and the
schedule for completion.

As-previously noted, detailed action plans were not part of the PIP and
P!PIC and thus have not been reviewed. Review of selected action
plans would' address this_ objective. Followup of this review objective is
required as indicated in the discussion of Review Objective 3.

REY:EW OBJECT:VE 5

As a guideline, the PIP review should not' review those items previously
.

examined during earlier completed reviews for restart and STI issues.

This-guideline will be followed by the panel in establishing its follow
up activities required to meet Review Objectives 3, 4, 6, and 7

'

REVIEW OBJECTIVE 6

The PIP review should ensure that there is sufficient continuity between-
restart and STI issues 'and their logical continuance to PIP long term
performance improvement issues.

Continuity between the PIP /PIPIP and Restart /STI is satisfactory. The
staff's effort to assure completion of all items necessary for restart
included determining that those reoutring additional followup were included
in the. PIP. No' further action is necessary to meet this objective unless
an issue requiring followup, which is not already in the PIP, is identified.

_ . . - . . . _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . _ , _ . . _ _ . - - --
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:Ei:E4 CSJE;T:VE 7
,

'he ?!D review s>culd determine if sufficient managerial oversight,
ment:cring, anc assessment of progress is indicatec in the action plan.

:rd%ina's *a.e been assigned responsibility as action plan managersfor ea: c' : e FIP action plans identified in the action plan status
sumary ar.c a:: ear to be at appropriate level within the organization.

The monitcrin; and assessrrent process, places heavy reliance on P! PIP
Secticn 5.3 fer P!P effectiveness verification measurements. The adequacy
anc e'fectiveness of the process should be determined by the CCAP as the
result of its audit of selected action plans. This review objective
recuires followup.

:V. IN'T: AL EE'/!E'.' SUMMARY AND EECOWEND ATIONS

Tais init a assessment of the PIP and PIPIP includes all submittals andi

inforraticn oroviced through Revisions 1 and 2. This contined review
sened to rovice as complete as possible assessment of the entire approach
EG3E has ccmittec to in order to irnprove its overall plant performance.

Calvert Clif's nas repeatedly indicated that the PIP and PIPIP are "living"
documents and changes would be made whenever and wherever necessary. The
F*F;E will be revised periodically to reflect the status, changes,
and to cocurent the closure of specific action plans. The following are
preliminary ocservations and should be considered by the CCAP in determining
the recessary folicwup activities:

1. SG1E has put forth an extensive effort to identify its major problems,
t cetermine their root causes, state the level of attention needed to
i

imorove performance, documented the findings and proposed action
plans in the PIP and PIPIP. The action plans set forth in the PIP
anc P:P!P should help to improve the overall performance of the
utility. As noted in the April 1990 SALP Report, overall improvement in
performance was noted in the functional areas previously identified
as weak. These action plans, if rigorously followed, should continue
to provide.an enhanced safety environment which in turn will
condition and influence the overall performance of BG4E in operating
the Calvert Cliffs facility. The initial assessment has not
identified any aspects of the PIP or PIPIP which would be detrimental
to the recovery process,

2. Administratively, the plan is Comprehensive. Each applicable portion
of the PIP has been tied to an action plan, listing the individual
with overall responsibility for the action plan and listing the
plan's acceptable outcomes and results. Someoftheoriginalaction
items from the PIP were resolved prior to the issuance of the PIP!P
and are not therefore addressed by the PIPIP. This is consistent
with tre guidance provided in the CCAP Review Objectives.

- - . .- - . . .- . - . - - . -. - . - _ - - - - - . . , -
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3. The clan is administratively broad and affects nearly every group
at the site and their corporate counterparts. The PIP and PIPIP is
a BG1E performance improvement olan, not just an improvenent plan
for any one divition or single utility function. The plant operations
department $' just as affe:ted by the P!P anc PIPIP as the Medical unit
at t*e $1!e.

4 The ired vicuals assigned responsibility for PIP action plans are
cesignatec and seem to be at the appropriate level within the
orgariration. However, the actual detailed action plans are not
inclucec in the PIP or the PIP!P. Appendix C of the PIP provided
a surrary of the progress made to date in each of the action plans
anc will continue to be upcated in subsequent revisions.

5. Some of the action plans which were in effect prior to the PIP are
tne Engineering Planning, System Circles, Quality Control
imo ove ents, Post Maintenance Testing, and the Reliability Center
Maintenance Action Plans. During the CCAP audit of selected action
clans, a determination should be made to see that all the individuals
are grou;5 3'fected by these action plans are aware of the PIP and
PIP:P process.

5. As o' April 30, 1990, BG5E has completed, through implementation
verification, 10 of tne 40 action plans. Accordingly, NRC review of
selectec action plans is appropriate.

|

!

|

|

!
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PUBLIC MEETING - JUNE _27. 1990

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

A meeting was . held in Solomons, Maryland, to afford members of the public an
opportunity to participate in the NRC staff's review of BG&E's Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) and the PIP Implementation Program (PlP-IP). Copies of.
both documents were placed in five local libraries prior to the meeting and
transcripts of the meeting were placed in the same libraries after the
meeting.

The NRC staff :ndicated during the meeting (Transcript PG. 12, line 24) that
when it finished addressing State and public comments and completed its review
and inspections, it would issue a document which contains the results of its
review. The staff further indicated the document will include a discussion of

.how it. addressed the comments made during the public meeting and that the
document will be made available to the public.

The staff also noted during the meeting (Transcript Pg.10, line 13) that it
-would also consider written comments. The only written comments were received
from the Maryland Safe Energy Coalition by letter dated July 1,1990. The

- State of Maryland also responded by letter dated May 21, 1990, but indicated
they had no comments.

The meeting comments and the written response comments have been summarized
into two groups. The first group contains comments.directly related to the
PIP or PIP-IP and further subdivided them in relation to the PIP-IP Program-

| Sections. These three subdivisions are: 1) Section 2.0, Management Process
! Improvements and Section 3.0, Organizational Dynamics Improvements; 2) Section

4.0, Assessment Capability Improvements, and; 3) Section 5.0, Activity Control
Improvements. The second group contains comments which are not directly.

related to the PIP or PIP-IP.

Each comment includes a reference to the transcript page and line number or
the comment numb r included in the Maryland Safe Energy Coalition letter. The
staff has also indicated, by transcript page and line number, where comments
were addressed during the meeting. As noted, some-of the comments not

| directly related to the PIP or PIP-IP were not responded to.

!-

i

!
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GROUP DNE
COBD1LNIS

Listice of the coments made during the June 27, 1990 Public Meeting and the
written coments from tne Maryland Safe Energy Coalition directly related to
the P!P and PIP-!P.

Reference: P!P-!D, Section 2.0, Management Process Improvements and
Section 3.0, Organizational Oysamics Improvements.

Comrents: More managers should be replaced or fired.
(pg. 24, 11ne-25)(letter, item 1)

Question if BG&E managers had their paycut.
(pg. 24, line 19)(pg. 43, line 15)

Expressed concern relatir J to production over safety.
(pg. 35, line 15)

The same actions taken at Peach Bottom age not being taken at
Calvert Cliffs. The NRC is using a double standard.
(pg. 24, lines 14 and 25)(letter item 1)

Response: The staff responded during the meeting.
(pg. 36, lines 1 thru 14)(pg. 44, lines 1 thru pg. 45, line 10)
(pg.-51, lines 16 thru 20)

As we indicated in our responses, a number of personnel and
organizational changes to strengthen and improve staff
performance have been implemeted. In January 1989, a new Vice
President - Nus tar Energy was selected. This Vice President
subsequently added an experienced maintenance manager, an
experienced outage-planning department manager, and experienced
nuclear professionals in the licensing,-engineering, and outage
planning departments. In February 1990, a new plant manager was

.

selected, the former plant manager was placed in charge of a new*,

department responsible for nuclear safety and planning, and a
new quality assurance manager was appointed. These changes
strengthened the site organization, improved consnunications both
between departments and within groups, and fostered a stronger-

L safety-conscious organization. NRC observations and inspections
indicate that the changes have resulted in improvements in the
performance and organization of the licensee's management. The
staff noted in its Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
Report (ReportNos. 50-317/88-99 and 50-318/88-99) dated
April 4, 1990, that senior BG&E management emphasized a philosophy
of quality and safety over production.

On October 1,1990, the licensee further revised its
organization.- Plant operations, maintenance, and technical
support were combined under the newly created position of

|
. . - - - _-
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i
plant Gereral danage". Cther Changes included the present

J

Manager of Quality Assurance and Staff Services becoming the
manager respens tole 'or the CA audit function and
self-assessment activities previously found deficient by the
N:C. The staff services res;onsibilities were transferred to
: e aew !.uclear Succort Services Department.

I

C:nclusion: Coments adecuately addressed, no additional follow-up required.

Reference: P:P-!P, Secticn 4.0, Assessment Capability Improvements.

Corren t s : The recent leaks of gas and water at the plant results in a
lack of confidence in the P!P.
(pg. 27, lines 16 thru 24)

BG&E can't assess the proble,s that come up.
(pg. 24, line 23)

Does not know the criteria for safe operation of the plant.
(pg. 27, lines 2 and 3)

Requests that a merter of the Maryland Safe Energy Coalition
becomes a member of the Off-Site Safety Review Comittee.
(letter, item 2)

Circle meetings are a good concept, but an annual meeting may
not be adequate.

(letter, item 3)

Response: The staff responded to the Questions or comments relating to the
events which resulted in the release of gases and the water
leaks.

2'; (pg. 28, line 18 thru pg. 29, line 17)

The coment relating to the criteria for safe operation,
including the utilities responsibilities and the NRC's
oversight function, was addressed (pg. 50, line 7 thru pg. 53,
line 8)(pg. 65, line 20 thru pg. 68, line 16)

The reQuirernents for the Off-Site Safety Review Conunittee
(OSSRC) for the Calvert Cliffs facility are specified in the
Technical Specifications (TSs) Section 6.5.2. The requirements
in the TSs include the OSSRC function, composition, review and
audit responsibilities, authority, edministrative requirements,
experience, technical Qualifications, and appointment process.
The TSs indicate that members of other organizations may be
appointed to the OSSRC if the technical qualifications and
experience are met. The TSs also require that all appointments
to the OSSRC membership must be made in writing by the
Vice President - Nuclear Energy. All requests for OSSRC mernbership
would have to be made to BG&E.

Section 3.0 of the P!P-IP includes both System Circle and
Quality Circle Programs. Both programs include frequent

.

_-
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meetings which occur as o# ten as once a week. The System
-Circle program is in place to allow system engineers at Calvert
Cliffs to work witn system encerts from other organizations.

'

This orogram does include an annual formal meeting. However,
this annual neeting is in addition to other system circle
teetings held during the year.

'

Conclusion: Comrents adecuately addressed. No additional follow-up
required.

Reference: PIP-IP, Section 5.0, Activity Control Improvements.

Comments: Does not know the criteria for retirement or decommissioning
the plant.

(pg. 27, lines 4 and 5)

Does not know who oversees the manufacturing of parts on-site.
(pg. 27, line 9)(09 32, lines 19 thru 24)

The effects of radiation on the pressurizer heater sleeves
(adequacy of the material).
(pg. 31, line 21)

-The adequacy _of the pressurizer repairs.
(pg. 53, line 13)(pg. 54, lines 12, 16 and 22)(pg. 55, line 17)

Reactor vessel temperature / pressure adequacy (LTOP concern).
; (pg. 57, line 16)(pg. 58, line 23)

Erosion / Corrosion concerns in the salt water intake piping. -

(pg. 61, line 7)(pg. 62, _ line 11)

4 Response: The retirement or decommissioning of the plant was addressed. -;

(pg.-28, lines 4 thru 12)

The manufacturing of parts on-site was addressed.
(pg. 32, cline 25-thru pg. 34, line 10)

.

The pressurizer material and the adequacy of the repairs were
addressed.

L (pg. 31, line 13 thru pg. 32, line 17)(pg. 34, line 11 thru pg.
35, line 6)

The reactor vessel adequacy for pressure / temperature concerns
was addressed.
(pg. 57, line.25 thru pg. 61, line 4)4

The erosion / corrosion effects on the salt water system was
addressed.
(pg. 61, line 11 thru pg. 62, line 10)

|

Ccr.clusion: Comments adequately addressed. No additional follow-up,

| required.

.- -- . . . -- .. . - . . - . . - - - . - . , - - - -- - . - - - .. . _ . - _ .
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GROUP TUO
CO.T:EHS

Listirg of the corrents made during the June 27, 1990, Public Meeting and the
written corrents from the Maryland Safe Energy Coalition which are not
cirectly related to the P!P or PIP-IP, t,ut generally related to the Calvert I
C 11 f's f a c i l i ty , !

i

1. Cerrent* L:rg *ern high level waste storage on-site and a Federal ;
repository. ;

(pg. 36, lines 1 thru 20)(pg. 42, line 13) |
|

Pesponse; Provided. f
(pg. 42, line 20 thru pg. 43, line a) '

!2. Corrent: Plant aging considerations.
(pg. 75, line 23 thru pg. 76, line 2)

Pesponse: Provided.
(pg. 76, line 3 thru pg. 77, line 16)

3. Corrent: License Extension.
(pg. 37, lines 21 and 22)

Response: Provided.
(pg. 38, line 25 thru pg. 42, line 12)

4 Corrent: Parassment of NRC inspectors.
(pg. 47, lines 4 thru 7)

Response: provided.

(pg. 47, line 8 thru pg. 49, line 14)(pg. 68, line 17 thru
pg. 69, line 14)

}', Coment: Use of closed meetings and proprietary information.
(pg. 26, line 16)

Response: Provided.
(pg. 29, line 18 thru pg. 30, line 24)

6. Coment: Emergency Preparedness funding and emergency evacuation
procedures.
(pg. 25, lines 6 and 24)(letter, items 11 and 12)

Response: None provided at the meeting. Although issues regarding
emergency planning may be valid, there are no performance-
related issues concerning emergency planning that have led to
a decline in performance at Calvert Cliffs. Therefore, no
additional follow-up of these issues is recosinend as part of
the NRC staff's PIP review.

7. Coment: Emission monitoring including funding, real time monitoring,
citizens independent monitoring, emission reporting and
informatior availability, and low-level releases.
(pg. 25, line 17 thru pg. 26, line 11)(letter, items 6 thru 10)

. -
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esponse: Real time menitoring and reporting requirements response
provided.
(pg. 69, line 22 thru pg. 71, lire 13)

C *er mcnitoring issues were not responded to. Although the
otrer issues regardirg ronitoring and reporting beyond that
addressed at the Peeting may be valid, there are no
per#crrance-related 15 sues in these areas that have led to a
declire in perforrance at Calvert Cliffs. Therefore, no
additional follow-up is recomended as part of the NPC
staff's P'P review.

E. Corrent : Frovision for whistle-blowers to encourage reporting to BG&E.
(letter, item a)

Fesponse: None provided at the meeting.

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 19 (10 CFR
Part 19) established the requirements for licensees to inform
employees and individuals participating in its' licensened
activities of the license requirements and the options they
have available for reporting any safety-related concerns which
ray violate the conditions and requirements of the license.
This part of the regulations requires that licensees, including
BG&E, prominently post this information at various accessible
areas of the plant. The NRC inspectors are trained in
receiving, handling, and performing follow-up on allegations.
The process and practices used by the NRC includes the protection
of the identity of individuals, when requested, and to process
concerns provided anonymously.

In addition to the NRC process, licensees train their egloyees.
*, and support personnel on the various processes in place to

identify and resolve safety-related issues internally. BG&E
has a " Hotline" phone nunter available to imediately report any
safety-related concerns in addition to other processes, such as
the Non-Conformance Report (NCR) System. The person making a
report on the Hotline has the option of identifying themselves or
remaining anonymous.

9. Coment: Three TFI modifications, Control Room Design Review, Control
Room Habitability, and Co:nbustible Gas Control, have not been
completed.
(letter, item 5)

l Response: done provided at the meeting,

i The NRC's Safety Issues Panagement System (SIMS) indicates
the following status for the three TPI items of concern:

II.E.4.1.1. Dedicated Hydrogen penetration Design Coglete 10/80
II.E.4.1.2 Dedicated Hydrogen penetration Review

and Revised Control procedures Complete 09/81

| II.E.4.1.3 Staff Review Complete 09/81
l
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111.D.3.d.1 Control Room Fabitability - Review Complete 09/82
111.0.3.d.2_ Control Rocm Habitability '- Scheduled'

Pocs. Complete 09/82

The NRC staf f had indicated that 111.0.3.d.1 required
<

additieral Technical Specifications for_ final completion of
th i s = TP'' item. Mcwever, when_the amendment request was
reviewed, the technical staff indicated the requested
Tecenical Specifications were in response to an Information
Notice relatirg to the in-place testing of high energy
particulate absorber (HEPA) filters and was not an action
recuired by the TFI item. The Technical Specifications were
issued by letter dated April'27,1990.

1.D.1.2 Control Room Design Review Incomplete-
(MPA F071)

The status of the control Room Design Review (CROR) for
correcting human engineering deficiencies (HEDs)', was

_

provided in BG&E letter dated July 6, 1990. All priority A
FEDS have been corrected. The remaining priority B and C
FEDS, which have not already been _ corrected, will be
completed in an orderly f ashion through the Facility Change
Request (FCR) process used for plant modifications. These4

will be completed prior to the end of the next refueling
outages, RFO-10 for Unit 1 and RFO-9 for Unit 2.

10. Comment: NRC should be accountable when approving BG&E_ actions.
|' (pg. 72, line 15.thru pg. 72, line 17)
|

Response: provided.

(pg. 72, line 18 thru pg. 74, line 16)

i.: Conclusion: Connents adequately addressed. No additional follow-upe
required.

|

!

|:
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Selected Task Action Plans Resiewed and Associated Insnection Reoorts Listine

Task No, Action Plan Title Inspection RepSrt (IR)

2.5.1 Commitment Tracking System Section 8.4 of IR 50-317/90-29 and
50-31Si90-29

:.5.2 Regulatory Commitment Section 8.4 of IR 50-317/90-29 and
Management Process 50-318/90-29

4.7 Plant Operations and Safety Section 8.1 of IR 50-?l7/91-03 and
Review Committee 50-31S/91-03

4.8 Off-Site Safety Review Section 8.2 of IR 50-317/91-03 and
Committee 50-318/91-03

5.2.1 Procedures Upgrade Program Section 8.6 of IR 50-317/90-23 and
50-318/90-23

5.2.3 Post-Maintenance Testing IR Nos. 50-317/90-22 and 50-318/90-21

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _


